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from spare perfume packaging, turning a plastic orb into an American
icon. The hard science behind the ball and its seemingly unpredictable
tendency toward curveballs is explained in addition to useful guides to
handling the ball and enjoying the sport.
Science of Shooting Water Polo Fundamentals Nov 12 2020 The Science
of Shooting Fundamentals book is the definitive and complete
examination of the outside throwing motion, the fake, the drive-in shot
and the 2-meter shot. Because two-thirds of the player's body is
underwater and unseen, the water polo throwing motion is the most
difficult motion to learn and to teach. How can we learn to shoot when
we cannot see the underwater motion? The Science of Shooting Water
Polo Fundamentals book reveals the secrets.For the first time in English,
the secrets of the gold medal winning Hungarians and Serbians are
revealed. With 190 full body pictures in over 200-pages, the mechanics
above and below the water are clearly shown. The Science of Shooting
book provides step by step answers for players and coaches demanding
the secret knowledge of the European throwing method.
Communicative Disorders in Children May 07 2020
The Great and Powerful Aug 22 2021 Nine-year-old Krystal Ball's class is
performing a play based on The Wizard of Oz, and Krystal is disappointed
when class bully Emily gets the part of Dorothy, but maybe she can use
her fortune-telling talents to turn an enemy into a friend.
The Ball Girl Mar 29 2022 Lexi and Jessie attend opening day at Yankee
Stadium and have chance meeting with Natalie an avid fan. A homerun
brings them together and Lexi's life will never be the same.
Tranquility: an Optimist's Detective Novel Jan 27 2022 Stacey Moran is a
distressed veteran with a deeply-hidden secret. In his new job as
detective, Moran comes face to face with something evil that he thought
had been conquered after the war. He follows the trail, confronting
worlds that he has never experienced before. Among them are the
Travelers, an enlightened subculture living on the outside of normal
society's boundaries; and the Orbitals, pioneers and rebels who have
made their homes off the Earth with a whole different set of rules. A
strange substance called Honey threatens to derail the Unified World
and Moran has to get to the bottom of it. He takes a journey through
dark layers of corruption and mystery, from the highest pinnacle of New
York City, through the forgotten ruins underneath to the reclusive and
defiant provinces of space. His secret pulls him into a life-changing
search for personal redemption.
The Quarterly Dec 14 2020
So What If I Hog the Ball? May 31 2022 Ten-year-old Jenny-Jane
Bayliss is fed up of everyone getting at her. If it's not her horrible family,
it's her teacher or her football coach. All she wants to do is play football.
Why can't they all just leave her alone?
Soccer Training for Girls Sep 03 2022 Offers age-appropriate, practiceoriented training units to improve basic offensive and defensive skills.
The Girl, the Gold Watch & Everything Sep 22 2021 From John D.
MacDonald, one of the enduring American novelists of the twentieth
century, comes a science fiction classic with a timeless premise. An
aimless young man discovers a way to stop the world in its tracks—and
that’s when his life truly begins. Introduction by Dean Koontz Once an
ordinary math teacher, Omar Krepps developed a knack for gambling,

From Ball Girl to CMO Nov 24 2021 Whenever a young child is asked,
"What do you want to be when you grow up?" the answer will
undoubtedly include childlike wonder, optimism, and unbridled
imagination. A future-traveling astronaut, a fashion designing
veterinarian, a doctor for stuffed animals, and the list goes on and on.
Unfortunately, as we age and settle firmly into adulthood, that wonder
dissipates and we swap our childhood dreams for life's demands. Our
days feel prescribed and responsibilities rule our minutes and how we
prioritize what matters. As adults, we are taught to believe the question
is somehow invalid because we are functioning as a "grown-up." Even
though Melissa M. Proctor did not play basketball or have extensive
knowledge of the game, her dream as a child was to be the first female
coach in the NBA. Instead, her unconventional path has taken a number
of twists and turns, starting with being the first ball girl for the Miami
Heat and ultimately, earning the position of Executive Vice President and
Chief Marketing Officer for the NBA's Atlanta Hawks and State Farm
Arena. However, some would be surprised to learn that even at this stage
of her career, Melissa still doesn't know what she wants to be when she
grows up?and she's okay with it. From Ball Girl to CMO includes relevant
themes of hope, persistence, empowerment, and courage to help readers
navigate everything from the personal to the professional. Throughout
the pages, Melissa shares lessons learned, guiding principles, and a
means of comfort for those not quite sure what to do next. With her laidback style and down to earth attitude, she offers acceptance at a time
when many are confused and hope when uncertainty distorts the light at
the end of the tunnel. From Ball Girl to CMO urges us to consider if we
have in fact been asking ourselves the right question, or if perhaps,
we've been expecting an answer from the wrong version of ourselves.
Court Vision Jul 21 2021 A portrait of American basketball and its top
players is presented from the viewpoints of celebrity fans Woody Allen,
Tom Brokaw, Saul Bellow, Walter Matthau, Nikki Giovanni, Donald
Trump, Sharon Stone, and other notable figures.
Emerging Language Three Apr 17 2021
Meyer Brothers Druggist Jul 09 2020
Fat Girls and Lawn Chairs Nov 05 2022 Naughty cats, quirky family
members, and experiences as a large gay woman in the heartland of
America: Cheryl Peck has a potpourri of poignant -- and laugh-out-loud
hilarious -- stories to tell about growing up, love, and loss. With selfdeprecating humor and compassionate insight, she remembers the time
she hit her baby sister in the head with a rock, how her father taught her
to swim by throwing her into deep water, and the day when -- while
weighing in at 300 pounds -- she became an inspirational goddess at her
local gym. Filled with universal stories about a daughter's love for her
parents and the eternal quest for finding meaning in it all, this book
reveals many seemingly unremarkable moments that make up a life -- the
weighty events that, like fat girls sitting on lawn chairs, just won't let go.
Wiffle Ball Jan 03 2020 Fun and informative, this dual history and guide
to all things Wiffle® gives readers an inside look at the enigma of the
perforated plastic ball and the unique game that evolved around it. The
book recounts the 1953 circumstances in which a down-on-his luck shoe
polish salesman and his 13-year-old son concocted the first Wiffle® ball
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amassed a fabulous fortune, and spent the rest of his life traveling the
world and giving away his millions. Upon his death, however, Krepps
bequeaths nothing to his nephew and only living blood relative, Kirby
Winter—nothing, that is, except an antique watch and a sealed letter to
be opened after one year. But Kirby has much more in his possession
than he realizes. The watch has the power to manipulate time. Not only
does this revelation shed light on the mystery of his uncle’s life, it puts
Kirby on the path to unimaginable wealth and a new lease on love . . . as
well as a whole host of deadly troubles. Even in a universe where time is
no issue, Kirby must tread carefully to stay one step ahead of danger.
Praise for John D. MacDonald “To diggers a thousand years from now,
the works of John D. MacDonald would be a treasure on the order of the
tomb of Tutankhamen.”—Kurt Vonnegut “As a young writer, all I ever
wanted was to touch readers as powerfully as John D. MacDonald
touched me.”—Dean Koontz “John D. MacDonald was a writer way ahead
of his time.”—John Saul
Not for the Boys Feb 13 2021 The book is totally fiction, but should
make you laugh as you imagine your brothers, cousins or local boys in
the same situations that the boys in the book find them in. Although I
don’t think you should try any of the techniques on a boy, as it would be
terribly embarrassing for him. The book starts with various sections,
about controlling boys by various girly means – a how to guide and also
various suggestions of things to do with them, when under your control,
before reading the stories themselves. The main section contains about
12 stories, with boys of ages from 6 to 12 or so, but the main story of 8year old Tom and his young 7-year old sister, Pam, is very large and so is
interspersed, between the other stories with Tom Continued - Parts B to
L, to stop you getting bored, with the one boy, being put through his
paces by his sister.
Dig That Beat! Jun 19 2021 Disc jockey Alan Freed coined the term “rock
and roll” in the 1950s. Rooted in rockabilly, rhythm and blues, country
and western, gospel, and pop, the genre was popularized by performers
like Elvis Presley, Bill Haley, Chuck Berry and Jerry Lee Lewis. Rock and
roll’s originators and revivalists continue to entertain crowds at roots
music festivals worldwide. This book presents stories about performers’
lives on the road and in the studio, along with the stories behind popular
songs. Informative biographical profiles are provided. Artists sharing
their experiences include Dale Hawkins, Big Jay McNeely, Ace Cannon,
Sleepy LaBeef, Billy Swan, Robin Luke, Rosie Flores and James Intveld.
Conway Twitty, Buck Owens and Janis Martin are also featured.
Native American Legends An Anthology of Creation Myths and Origin
Tales Mar 05 2020 Native American Mythology began long before the
European settlers arrived on North American soil. The most popular of
these myths usually are the ones dealing with Creation and Origins of
people, places and things. These myths deal with both how the physical
world as we know it came to be and how the many features of specific
cultures originated. They cover areas of gods and man and why we were
separated, where did the different races come from, and when did evil
surface. Being there were so many different tribes with countless beliefs
and customs, the only way to understand these beliefs is through
understanding the Native American stories. In this book there is a wide
landscape of different tribes that present a true look at these beliefs.
Among the stories included in this anthology are: Creation of the First
Indians, Creation of the Red and White Races, In the Beginning, How the
Great Chiefs Made the Moon and the Sun, Origin of Fire, The First
Moccasins, The Origin of Game and of Corn, The Origin of Medicine, The
Origin of Summer and Winter, Origin of the Animals, Origin of the
Buffalo, Origin of the Clans, Origin of the Sweat Lodge, The Origin of the
Winds, The Origin of Yosemite, The Origin of Earth, Origin of the Lakota
Peace Pipe, How the World Was Made, The First Fire, Origin of the
Pleiades And the Pine, and many more.
I'd Walk with My Friends If I Could Find Them Mar 17 2021 A
“powerful” novel of young soldiers in Afghanistan and on the home front
(Esquire). A Florida Book Awards Gold Medalist Longlisted for the
Flaherty-Dunnan First Novel Prize Winner of the Military Writers
Association of America Bronze Medal Wintric Ellis joins the army as soon
as he graduates from high school, saying goodbye to his girlfriend,
Kristen, and to the backwoods California town whose borders have
always been the limits of his horizon. Deployed for two years in
Afghanistan in a directionless war, he struggles to find his bearings in a
place where allies could at any second turn out to be foes. Two career
soldiers, Dax and Torres, take Wintric under their wing. Together, these
three men will face an impossible choice: risk death or commit a
harrowing act of war. The aftershocks echo long after each returns home
to a transfigured world, where a veteran’s own children may fear to
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touch him and his nightmares still hold sway. Moving backward and
forward in time to track these unforgettable characters from childhood
to parenthood, from redwood forests to open desert roads to the streets
of Kabul, I’d Walk with My Friends If I Could Find Them is a work of
disarming eloquence and heart-wrenching wisdom from “one of the very
rare authors who writes with authoritative insight into the warfare of the
twenty-first century” (Robert Olen Butler). “Bracing, riveting.” —Siobhan
Fallon, author of You Know When the Men Are Gone “Add Jesse Goolsby
to the list of promising military-experienced writers including Phil Klay.”
—Military Times “One of the best works of literature to come from these
wars.” —storySouth
Great Source School to Work Oct 31 2019 - MLA and APA documentation
and research paper styles- Student models of critical college writing
forms- Clear guidelines for citing print and electronic sources- Writing
process and Proofreading Guides
The Last Jewish Shortstop in America Sep 30 2019
Eugene Buechel, S.J. Jul 29 2019
The Little Book of Puppy Love Dec 02 2019 A heartwarming collection of
stories about the dogs, cats and pets who have touched the lives of those
around them Sometimes, animals come into our lives just when we need
them most. In these true stories about the powerful connections between
people and pets, Jo Coudert and Jennifer Basye Sander uncover the
simple joys of loving and being loved by our four-legged companions. In
this book you’ll meet the German shepherd with a special sense for
comforting the sick; the loyal dog who risks his own life to rescue a
drowning boy; the troublesome rabbit who warms her way into a new
family; the chatty parrot who brings joy to the home of a lonely widow;
the abandoned horse and foster child who rescue each other; and many,
many more. These animals don’t just bring us comfort—they save our
lives. Coudert and Sander celebrate the everyday miracles that happen
when we form bonds with animals. This new edition combines two
charming collections—The Dog Who Healed a Family and The Dog with
the Old Soul —into one beautiful gift-worthy hardcover package.
Bulletin Jul 01 2022
I've Got My Big Girl Panties on May 19 2021 She was born in a
foothill, along the banks of the Long Toe River, just ten miles south of the
Hand-High Basin. At the tender age of sixteen she was sent to the deep
piny woods of East Texas, to live among the natives. With humor, and
southern jargon, Darla gives the accounts of her life events from infancy
in Austin, Texas, to the maturity of adulthood in Panola County. Writing a
book on the power of positive thinking, and believing in something
bigger then your self, Darla answers the question that haunts millions of
women in America, Is this as good as it's ever going to get? Through her
experiences in child rearing, divorce, obesity, addiction, death and the
affairs of the heart, she empowers all women to sing, dance, and wear
red lipstick. Her journey relates to real life and how it can make or break
an intelligent woman. Her views on how to wear your big girl panties,
will prove, "If you can't lose it, you can't hide it, then dammit; decorate
it." She was born in a foothill, along the banks of the Long Toe River, just
ten miles south of the Hand-High Basin. At the tender age of sixteen she
was sent to the deep piny woods of East Texas, to live among the natives.
With humor, and southern jargon, Darla gives the accounts of her life
events from infancy in Austin, Texas, to the maturity of adulthood in
Panola County. Writing a book on the power of positive thinking, and
believing in something bigger then your self, Darla answers the question
that haunts millions of women in America, Is this as good as it's ever
going to get? Through her experiences in child rearing, divorce, obesity,
addiction, death and the affairs of the heart, she empowers all women to
sing, dance, and wear red lipstick. Her journey relates to real life and
how it can make or break an intelligent woman. Her views on how to
wear your big girl panties, will prove, "If you can't lose it, you can't hide
it, then dammit; decorate it." She was born in a foothill, along the banks
of the Long Toe River, just ten miles south of the Hand-High Basin. At
the tender age of sixteen she was sent to the deep piny woods of East
Texas, to live among the natives. With humor, and southern jargon, Darla
gives the accounts of her life events from infancy in Austin, Texas, to the
maturity of adulthood in Panola County. Writing a book on the power of
positive thinking, and believing in something bigger then your self, Darla
answers the question that haunts millions of women in America, Is this as
good as it's ever going to get? Through her experiences in child rearing,
divorce, obesity, addiction, death and the affairs of the heart, she
empowers all women to sing, dance, and wear red lipstick. Her journey
relates to real life and how it can make or break an intelligent woman.
Her views on how to wear your big girl panties, will prove, "If you can't
lose it, you can't hide it, then dammit; decorate it."
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The Story Girl & The Golden Road Feb 25 2022 Written by Lucy Maud
Montgomery, the Canadian author who is perhaps best known for her
novel Anne of Green Gables. The Story Girl and its sequel The Golden
Road follows the adventures of Sara Stanley and her young cousins who
live in rural Canada. A fascinating novel of the period that is still an
interesting and entertaining read today. Lucy Maud Montgomery was
born on 30th November 1874, New London, in the Canadian province of
Prince Edward Island. Her mother, Clara Woolner (Macneil), died before
Lucy reached the age of two and so she was raised by her maternal
grandparents in a family of wealthy Scottish immigrants. In 1908
Montgomery produced her first full-length novel, titled 'Anne of Green
Gables'. It was an instant success, and following it up with several
sequels, Montgomery became a regular on the best-seller list and an
international household name. Montgomery died in Toronto on 24th April
1942.
Franklin's Youngest Detective and The Search for the Town's Mayor Apr
29 2022 Lucy is Franklin's youngest detective and like all good
detectives she is always ready for any big mystery to come her way.
Including the town's missing mayor. Whereas some towns people say he
just packed up and left others speak of only his ghost but for our young
detective Lucy no search is too big and no adventure too small. Now hold
on for the ride as America's new favorite girl detective brings her daring
discoveries straight to your own home.
A Bridge Home Oct 04 2022 Will a new beginning… Lead to forever?
What good is a home without a family? School principal Eric Wells finally
has the house he’s always wanted, but a painful childhood makes him
question his ability to be a father. So when his high school crush Amy
Morgan returns to Bluestone River with her troubled daughter, he’s
surprised to find he wants to be there for both of them. Will Amy finally
give him a chance?
Billboard Aug 29 2019 In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's
premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted
charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Broken Beauty Sep 10 2020 In the world of Early-onset Alzheimer’s,
here is a book all about life, love, and hope. Broken Beauty is the story of
Sarah Smith’s mother—known as “Beauty” to her family—and her
family’s journey through the devastating world of Early-onset
Alzheimer’s. Smith was a young mother in her thirties when her own
mother’s illness struck, so the family’s shock and pain at the disease’s
manifestations is nearly unbearable. Not only is Beauty still young and
fit; she is also Sarah’s best friend. This powerful and personal story
about a daughter facing the unthinkable and the love she found to carry
her through will touch the hearts of everyone who reads it. Sarah
Bearden Smith is a housewife, mother of three, and a woman of deep
faith, who has lived in Texas all her life. Sarah was born and raised in the
Houston area, and remained there until her departure for the University
of Texas at Austin, where she was a speech communications major,
varsity cheerleader, and a member of Tri Delta sorority. After her
marriage to Thad Smith in 2002, the couple moved to Dallas, Texas.
During their years in Dallas, Sarah and her husband have served on
various boards and committees, including the Greer Garson Gala,
Presbyterian Hospital Healthcare Foundation, East-West Ministries,
AWARE Dallas, and Providence Christian School of Texas. They actively
serve with their children in assisted living and memory care facilities and
support organizations such as Council for Life, Alzheimer’s Association,
Women’s Alzheimer’s Movement, and Community Bible Study. Sarah and
her family are members of Watermark Community Church.
Meeting the Standards in Secondary English Jun 07 2020 Meeting
the Standards in Secondary English provides detailed subject knowledge,
including the detailed pedagogical knowledge needed to teach English in
secondary schools, support activities for work in schools and self-study
and information on professional development for secondary schools. This
practical, comprehensive and accessible book should prove invaluable for
students on secondary initial teacher training courses, PGCE students,
lecturers on English programmes and newly qualified secondary
teachers.
St. Stephen's Review Aug 10 2020
The Fragments of a Broken Life Feb 02 2020 “The Fragments of a
Broken Life” is an incredibly overwhelming story of an isolated and
abused little girl … Leena. These pages reveal an overwhelming, behind
the scenes, insight concerning child molestation and rape … family
denials … the no-talk rule … and, the cruel and detrimental silence and
guilt that is forced upon its victims! Unfolded here, are many painful
the-curve-ball-big-girls-and-bad-boys-1-js-scott

truths which are, even now, locked away in many homes all across this
nation. Read and be enlightened, how “a trusting little girl” might give
her body away, making an oath of silence to herself, in order to protect
the ones she loves. You’ll see, clearly, how young women who have been
physically, emotionally, and sexually abused as little girls could become
bitter, vengeful, full of hate, suicidal … and, often incapable of trusting
or receiving love from a man. One of the most extraordinary things about
Leena’s story is that she chose to raise her beloved, beautiful child who
was born out of the molestation committed against her by her stepfather.
But, rather than a story of dismay … See for yourself, how Leena
experiences the “Hand of God” reaching into the entanglement of her life
with all His goodness and mercy. How parent He was, as He drew her to
Himself and taught her to “forgive”, in order to be set free! Read how,
God never gave up on her … although she’d often given up on herself;
and, how He took “The Fragments of a Broken Life” and made her whole
again.
Seeing Eye Girl Oct 12 2020 As the “Seeing Eye Girl” for her blind,
artistic, and mentally ill mother, Beverly Armento was intimately
connected with and responsible for her, even though her mother
physically and emotionally abused her. She was Strong Beverly at
school—excellent in academics and mentored by caring teachers—but at
home she was Weak Beverly, cowed by her mother’s rage and delusions.
Beverly’s mother regained her sight with two corneal transplants in 1950
and went on to enjoy a moment of fame as an artist, but these positive
turns did nothing to stop her disintegration into her delusional world of
communists, radiation, and lurking Italians. To survive, Beverly had to be
resilient and hopeful that better days could be ahead. But first, she had
to confront essential ethical issues about her caregiving role in her
family. In this emotional memoir, Beverly shares the coping strategies
she invented to get herself through the trials of her young life, and the
ways in which school and church served as refuges over the course of
her journey. Breaking the psychological chains that bound her to her
mother would prove to be the most difficult challenge of her life—and,
ultimately, the most liberating one.
The Big Book of Conflict Resolution Games: Quick, Effective
Activities to Improve Communication, Trust and Collaboration Apr
05 2020 Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY
wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote more than a
quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of
Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of activities and exercises for
groups of any size that let you manage your business (instead of
managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books
series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools
that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication,
cultural/personality clashes, and other specific problem areas—before
they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and
verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore
several common forms of conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive,
easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and
mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games delivers everything you need to make your workplace
more efficient, effective, and engaged.
A Girl Named Trouble Jan 15 2021 Looking for Trouble? Hair like
smoke? Eyes that cut like steel? Chaos embodied? Stay away from her!
She is Death! STORM, an unorthodox orphan from a backwater town, has
always been regarded as one thing, and one thing only: TROUBLE!
Storm wants nothing more than to free herself from the walls she's
trapped in and find a place she can truly call "home." However, when
push comes to shove, she must decide if solitude is a good price for her
freedom, and if a "home," whatever it may be, is worth suffering for. Join
Storm on this thrilling tale of survival, perseverance, and utter infamy as
she rediscovers who she is and what life is really worth. And be ready for
the penultimate decision, leading to the shocking finale. But be weary. If
you're running with Storm, you're looking for TROUBLE.
The Magnolia Ball Iii Aug 02 2022 In THE MAGNOLIA BALL -dash- TWO,
Bonita Roberts was wrongfully incarcerated in the New Hanover County
Jail and since has taken to her bed in Spencer, Tennessee, a humiliated
and broken woman. Hannah, her faithful maid, fears for her employer's
life because of Bonita's refusal to eat. The former "Queen of Spencer
Society" will see no one and only rouses herself to heed the call of nature
or when Hannah insists that she bathe. Will the little Mexican girl who
survived living in a two-room mosquito and rodent-infested shack with
numerous brothers and sisters and an abusive father; who survived thirty
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years as a high-priced call girl in Los Angeles; and who survived her fall
from social dowager status to pariah in Dorchester County, South
Carolina, at last be fatally and finally crushed after the ordeal in
Spencer? Or will she arise once again from the ashes to claim what she
considers her rightful place in society? THE MAGNOLIA BALL III is filled
with mansions, private eyes, a Princess, white slavery, plastic surgery,
beautiful and spoiled women, haute coutour, decadent extravagance,
gossip, Southern nuances, mores, and colloquialisms. It's another and
the final delightful and "tongue in cheek" romp through Dixie as "The
Magnolia Trilogy" comes to its conclusion.
Petticoats and Pinstripes: Portraits of Women in Wall Street's History Oct
24 2021 This fascinating work presents biographical essays about women
from the colonial period to modern times, chronicling the previously
untold story of the female financial experience in the United States. •
Explores the female financial experience in the United States from the
colonial period to modern times • Presents the history of women on Wall
Street by placing personalities in the context of both Wall Street's
development and prevailing political and cultural times • Identifies
common themes and issues confronted by women in finance • Provides
two quick-reference appendices, one describing the significance of
particular women and a second that provides a chronology of milestones
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The Twins at St. Clare's Dec 26 2021 DigiCat Publishing presents to
you this special edition of "The Twins at St. Clare's" by Enid Blyton.
DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to be a legacy of
humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print, as
well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
Maria's Girls Jun 27 2019 In debt to the mob, Sidel’s sidekick brings hell
to One Police PlazaFor Detective Caroll Brent, special attention from
Commissioner Sidel is not a good thing. Sidel’s last pet detective,
Manfred Coen, was killed by a gang of smugglers, and none of Sidel’s
favorites have had good luck since. But when Sidel taps Brent for an
unusual assignment, the young cop can’t refuse. As part of a feud with
the head of the Board of Education, Sidel turns Brent into a one-man
special task force to patrol the city’s schools. The lonely, miserable,
dangerous work is not Brent’s only trouble. Ever since he made the
mistake of marrying an heiress, he has been spending like mad to keep
up with her lifestyle, borrowing money from the mob to keep himself in
tuxedos on a detective’s salary. When his money runs out, it’s Sidel who
will have to cover the debt.
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